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I’ve never been a fan of February. 
Despite being the shortest month 
of the year, it’s always felt to me 
like the coldest, darkest, and most 
depressing month. The excitement 
of the holidays has passed, and 
yet spring is nowhere in sight. 
That’s why, every February, I 
look forward to Valentine’s Day. I 
don’t mean the (mostly American) 
commercialized version. Instead, I 
see Valentine’s Day as a reminder 
to celebrate love.

My stay in Croatia has been a series of love stories. I came to Zagreb 
in 2018 for a job at the U.S. Embassy, single and recovering from 
heartbreak. I first fell in love with this country: The culture of sitting 

on the square drinking coffee and 
having conversations for hours; The 
peaceful oasis of Maksimir park, right 
in the heart of the city; The gourmet 
experience of every meal and sip of 
wine in Istria; The turquoise waters 
of the Adriatic. Something about this 
place felt like home.

My second love in Croatia came in the form of a best friend. I met 
Anamarija at a book club for expats, and we hit it off. We bonded 
over books, cooking dinner on Sundays with a group of friends, and 
marveling at how our very different 
life experiences had led us to a similar 
perspective on life. Today, Anamarija 
is my Kuma (Maid of Honor), neighbor, 
and part of my Croatian family. She’s 
exactly the kind of friend you find 
here, in our club.

Five months into my time in Zagreb, I met my husband. Set up on 



a blind date, he waited for me 
on the main square under the 
clock to take me to coffee. I was 
running late (as usual) and didn’t 
know at the time that this very 
prompt man was so annoyed 
that he almost left. Fortunately, 
he waited, because he ended up 
being the person that I had been 
waiting 35 years to meet. Three 
years later and we met again 
under the clock, this time for a 
photo on our wedding day.

And finally, this past year I was 
introduced to the most profound 
love of all: becoming a mother. 

For me, this is a love that grows 
by the day in ways that I never 
knew possible. The birth of our 
daughter, Olivia, turned us into a 
family. A family in which I both 
love, and am loved.

As daughters, sisters, wives, 
mothers, and friends, we all 
have daily opportunities to 
celebrate love in our lives. But 
these opportunities are too often 
overshadowed by everyday 
tasks and stress. Those of us 
living away from home may not 
be near our loved ones. And the 
pandemic has disconnected all 
of us in ways both big and small. 
This is why Valentine’s Day is an 
excellent reason to reconnect 
with those we love.

This February, we have planned 
activities that reflect this theme of 
love. The visit to the Museum of 
Broken Relationships will take us 
on an empathetic journey through 
the heartbreaks of others, with 
each personal item presented 
with a first-hand account of their 
love story. A guided tour of the 
Chocolate Museum is a chance 
to taste chocolate throughout 
the centuries and stock up on 

Valentine’s Day essentials from 
the sweetest gift shop in town. 
The guided walking tour with the 
theme of “Dark Romance” will tell 
the sordid tales of Zagreb’s most 
glorious—and most tragic—love 
stories. And we will close out the 
month with a virtual yoga class, 
which is an opportunity to show 
ourselves and our bodies some 
love.

As Membership Coordinator, I 
am heartened by the fact that 
our club continues to gain new 
members despite the challenges 
of the pandemic. But at the 
same time, we have fewer and 
fewer attendees at events. I 
urge all of you to help change 
this. Make the time to join us for 
one of these activities. Immerse 
yourself in the theme of love 
this month, open yourself up to 
meeting new friends, reconnect 
with old ones, and fall in love 
with Zagreb—again, or for the 
first time. Because during this 
cold, dark month, in the second 
year of the pandemic…couldn’t 
we all use just a little more love 
in our lives?
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GENERAL
MEETING
Join us as we continue our health and wellness theme into the month of love. This 

time, we will meet virtually to learn more about how to nourish ourselves from the 

inside out and how focusing inward is the ultimate act of self-care.

Sincerely,  

Your Executive Board

February 8th, 2022
11:00 -12:15

ONLINE 

Google Meet joining info

Video call link: https://meet.google.com/rxy-jbdj-sug

Or dial: (HR) +385 1 2772 091  PIN:  633 764 18 #

More phone numbers: +385 1 2772 000 PIN: 295 220 861 8253#

All proceeds go to the purchase of children’s supplies for the temporary community center in 
Petrinja. Kindly transfer in local currency only by February 7th to:
BANCO PBZ, IBAN: HR7823400091110445513

https://meet.google.com/rxy-jbdj-sug
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GENERAL MEETING 

Program
PROGRAM

Welcome remarks and board updates

11:00-11:15

Presentations

11:15-12:00

Speakers:

IVANA BARIŠIĆ

Ivana Barišić, M.Sc. in Nutrition, graduated from the Faculty of 

Food Technology and Biotechnology, University of Zagreb. After 

graduating, she started working in large companies where she 

specialized in marketing and management. She then translated 

her many years of corporate experience into the creation of a 

nutrition and diagnostic center, the Nutrilife Center, which today 

represents a new era of nutrition in Croatia and the region.

IZABELA MARIĆ 

IZABELA MARIĆ

Izabela Marić is a certified yoga teacher and yoga therapist, 

Indologist – Hindi and Sankrit teacher, the founder of Verbasana 

yoga studio in Zagreb, President of the Croatian Yoga Federation, 

a Holistic life coach trained by the Radiant Coaches Academy in 

the USA and co-author of the book Radiant Self.

12:00-12:15 Wrap up, questions and social breakout
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PHILAN-
THROPY

PHILANTHROPY

Leaving the work of Philanthropy in good hands

T
he month of love is calling 

us as a club to step up our 

philanthropic efforts and rise 

to the needs of those less fortunate. 

Already, we support and help to 

sustain our community through our 

social and cultural activities and 

those of our members which provide 

modest, but meaningful contributions 

to livelihoods as well as expanding 

exposure and networks.  We are 

truly grateful for your participation 

in the raffle and for the generous 

donations of meals to the Sveti Duh 

Soup Kitchen, which brought much 

needed warmth and solace during the 

challenging holiday season. We are 

planning a trip to deliver the supplies 

to Petrinja and will be announcing 

opportunities to join us in the coming 

month.

Going forward, we can and want to 

do so much more. As you know, 

we have been several months now 

without a charity coordinator to help 

support our work so this has been 

a shared responsibility across the 

board. We are thrilled to announce 

that we have unanimously nominated 

Johana Petreski to take over this role 

for the remainder of the year. Johana 

brings a wealth of experience to the 

role, having served on the board on 

several occasions and most recently 

as President from 2020-2021. We are 

grateful for her generosity of time and 

spirit. 

Among the first tasks Johana will take 

on if she is elected will be to convene 

the Charity Committee. We know 

many of you are anxious to volunteer 

your time and commitment and we 

can’t wait to bring you on board. 

Please watch for a message in the 

coming weeks to meet and strategize 

for an exciting Spring of giving.

More details on the voting process 

as well as Johanas background and 

experience will be shared via email. 

Here’s to an exciting philanthropic 

journey in 2022 and beyond!



With great sadness, we announce the loss of our beloved member

JADRANKA V. PAVELIC. 
This is what some of  our members said about her:

 
Karine: We will miss her so much as a friend and a mentor in our Bridge group, she 

was such a beautiful person and her light and spirit will always remain with us.

Johanna: I am so sorry to hear about the sad passing of Jadranka, such a wonderful 
lady,  her courage and bravery has been an inspiration. May she rest in peace.

Alina: Sweet, elegant, beautiful, powerful . . . . . WOMAN . .

Irini:  Remembering her wonderful and gentle soul will forever remain in our hearts.

Olivera: Rest in peace dear friend, amazing lady, she will really be missed.



LANGUAGES
Croatian Conversation 
For more information, please contact 
Ina at

istasevic@vub.hr

French Conversation 
for beginners
For more information, please contact 
Marie-Claire at 

mcl.python@yahoo.com

Italian Conversation 
(once a month)

For more information, please contact 
Roberta 

rmontebelli@gmail.com

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Volunteers needed - English/German/
Spanish native speakers to hold conversation 
classes. Please contact activities@iwcz.hr if 
you are interested in leading one of these 
groups.

BOOK CLUB
The  chosen book for this month’s read is: Trust by Domenico 
Starmone, it has been said  (reference The Sunday Times 
Culture Magazine 12.12.21) that he is the ex husband of 
Elena Ferrante and an even better writer :-).. We are looking 
forward to reading it and finding out whether this is so.

The book club will be meeting on Wednesday 16th February at Hotel Capital, 
where we will be discussing The Promise by Damon Galgut, a modern family 
saga written in gorgeous prose by three-time Booker Prize-shortlisted author 
Damon Galgut. Anyone wishing to join is very welcome, please contact Johanna 
Petreski on Whatsapp no: +35699432821

Wishing you all a wonderful New Year ahead!Looking forward to seeing you! 
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ACTIVITIES

MAHJONG GROUP
Our wonderful Lili is willing to lead a Mahjong group again. 

Minimum 4 ladies required. 

For more information, please contact Lili at liligmlin@yahoo.se

MahJong: the game we play is NOT putting two tiles together (as you see by “googling”).Only the 
“tiles/bricks” are looking the same. 
MahJong is a game where four persons (can be three also) per table and each is a Wind and puts 
the tiles (min 14) together in different combinations. We use “books” or tablets as help and it is 
very easy to learn...... We are not competing but having fun enjoying ourselves.
    See You,Lili

Johanna

WALKING GROUP
- We have a wonderful group that goes for walks in Maksimir Park, on Tuesday’s 
from 10-11am. Children and dogs are welcome.

If you are interested in joining this group, please contact Natasa Giapi at:

natasa.giapi@gmail.com or at +385 91 2311972

Weekly Activities

mailto:istasevic%40vub.hr?subject=
mailto:mcl.python@yahoo.com 
mailto:mcl.python@yahoo.com 
mailto:mcl.python@yahoo.com 
mailto:activities@iwcz.hr
mailto:liligmlin@yahoo.se 
http://natasa.giapi@gmail.com


Every Monday there is one hour lesson with PGA golf coach, 
Darko Ljubanovic, followed by coffee or lunch at  Riverside 
Golf Clubhouse. All equipment provided, just bring comfortable 
clothes and sports shoes. If you already play golf and would 
like to play instead of a lesson, join for a game at the same day 
and time. 

 Lessons: Monday at 10 AM 

 Golf playing group: Monday at 10:30 AM (same day)

 Where: Riverside Golf club 

https://www.riversidegolf.hr/

 Costs: 120 kn per lady. 5 ladies per group maximum.  

 Contact: Gordana Popovic Vincic at 0911233346

For ladies that already play golf: 40 % off Green fee, possibility to 
rent clubs

ACTIVITIES
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JOIN THE GROUP AND LEARN 
HOW TO PLAY GOLF.

Other Info:
.

Volunteers needed
Cooking classes

Who loves cooking and would like to organize cooking 
classes for other members? Please let us know at 
activities@iwcz.hr

Dear members, should you have any other 

suggestions for weekly or monthly activities 

for our members to enjoy, reach out to us 

via activities@iwcz.hr and info@iwcz.hr

Where: Amadria Hotel / Google Meet

When: Thursday, February 15th @5pm

Contact: activities@iwcz.hr

IWCZ HEALTH AND WELLNESS CIRCLE

When women are together with other women, something magical happens and 
with spring around the corner, we wanted to bring a little magic to our own health 
and wellness journeys. Join Jennifer for a rich discussion on nutrition, hormone 
health and self-care techniques that will ensure you feel your best, no matter 
what is going on around you. Come ready with your questions and experiences 
and to share a drink and some wonderful company in person or online. 

https://www.riversidegolf.hr/
mailto:activities%40iwcz.hr%20?subject=
mailto:activities%40iwcz.hr?subject=
mailto:info%40iwcz.hr?subject=
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February Activities               
ACTIVITIES

VISIT MUSEUM OF BROKEN RELATIONSHIPS
TOUR OF THE MUSEUM. THE MUSEUM STORIES ARE ALL IN ENGLISH AND THERE ARE NO 
GUIDED TOURS DUE TO THE NATURE OF THE EXHIBITION WHICH REQUIRES INDIVIDUAL 
READING OF THE EXHIBIT STORIES.

When: Thursday 3rd of February at 11am

Tour: 30-45 minutes

Where: Museum of Broken Relationships - address Ćirilometodska 2

Costs: 40 kuna per person

Maximum number of people: 15 (pending on possible measures Croatian Government) For 
epidemiological reasons, it is obligated to wear masks and keep distance.

Contact: if you are interested in participating, please contact activities@iwcz.hr before Tuesday 
1 st of February 2022

More information: https://www.brokenships.com/visit/museum-details

VISIT CHOCOLATE MUSEUM
ENJOY A PRIVATE TOUR (WITH GUIDE) OF THE “SWEETEST 
MUSEUM IN ZAGREB”, INCLUDING A CHOCOLATE TASTING, AND 
VISIT THE GIFT SHOP TO STOCK UP ON ALL YOUR VALENTINE’S 
DAY ESSENTIALS.

When: Thursday 10th of February 2022 at 11am

Tour: approximately 1 hour

Where: Chocolate Museum - address Varšavska 5

Costs: 90 kuna per person, including entrance fee and English guide. Payment in cash at the Museum.

Number of people: Minimum 6 participants, maximum 20 participants (pending on possible measures Croatian 
Government)

Contact: if you are interested in participating, please contact activities@iwcz.hr before Monday 7 th of February

More information: https://muzejcokolade.hr/en/

As for Covid requirements, final info will be sent after signing up, through the confirmation mail.  Some 
activities require a Covid pass, others only masks and distance.  Please check back regularly for activities 
updates and latest covid requirements and bear with us as we navigate through these challenging times. 

http://activities@iwcz.hr
https://www.brokenships.com/visit/museum-details
http://activities@iwcz.hr 
https://muzejcokolade.hr/en/


“DARK ROMANCE IN ZAGREB”; GUIDED 
WALKING TOUR
JUST IN TIME FOR VALENTINE’S DAY, THIS WALKING 
TOUR WILL TAKE US ON A STROLL THROUGH HISTORY 
AND ZAGREB’S MOST TRAGIC, AND MOST GLORIOUS, 
LOVE STORIES.

When: Tuesday 15th of February at 10.30am

Tour: approximately 2 hours

Where: We meet in front of Zagreb Cathedral (Kaptol)

Costs: 60 kuna per person, including guide. Payment 
in cash on the day.

Number of people: Minimum 8 participants, maximum 15 participants (pending on possible measures Croatian 
Government)

Contact: if you are interested in participating, please contact activities@iwcz.hr before Friday 11 th of February

More information: https://secret-zagreb.com/

HOMEOPATHY
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HOMEOPATHY THIS 
IS YOUR CHANCE TO JOIN ANDREJA MILOVIC’S 
WORKSHOPS.

Where: will be held ONLINE via IWCZ Google Meet 
platform for the time being due to Covid19 epidemic 
situation or in the Amadria Park Hotel

Costs: Free

Contact: Andreja directly: andrejamilovic1@gmail.com

When: Wednesday February 9th, from 10 -12 via 
Google Meets. (if allowed, there might be classes in 
person also - Andreja can inform you further)

HOMEOPATHY FOR CHILDREN 

Attendees will learn about effective homeopathic remedies for different common acute childhood ailments: fever, earaches, 
sore throat, croup, chicken pox, pinkeye, nosebleeds, diarrhea and constipation. Homeopathic support for ADD, ADHD 
and Autistic spectrum disorders will be discussed, as well as vaccination issues from the holistic point of view.

About the presenter: Andreja Milović, CCH studied allopathic medicine at the School of Medicine, University of 
Zagreb, Croatia. She is a graduate of the 4-year program in Classical Homeopathy at The School of Homeopathy New 
York, NYC, in 2006. In 2009 she completed Advance Postgraduate Program in Classical Homeopathy at the Pacific 
Academy of Homeopathy, San Francisco, CA. She is nationally certified by the Council for Homeopathic Certification 
(USA) and is also a member of the National Center for Homeopathy. In her 14 years of practice she attended many 
national and international seminars, conferences in homeopathy and other CAM modalities. Her special interest is 
integrative health and the homeopathic treatment of families and children. Andreja enjoys practicing homeopathy 
together with her husband, a fellow homeopath, Robert Bannan, LCH, LCCH. 
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ACTIVITIES

http://activities@iwcz.hr 
https://secret-zagreb.com/
mailto:andrejamilovic1%40gmail.com?subject=


ACTIVITIES

For more information on Zagreb and events, www.infozagreb.hr/events

For more information on Croatia and events, https://croatia.hr/en-GB/Activities-and-attractions/Events

FURTHER INFORMATION ON ZAGREB AND CROATIA

VISIT MUSEUM OF ILLUSIONS
TOUR OF THE MUSEUM WITH ENGLISH GUIDE.

When: Tuesday 22 nd of February at 10.30am

Where: Museum of Illusions – address Ilica 72

Costs: Minimum 5 participants, 100 kuna per person including guide and entrance 
ticket. Payment in cash at the Museum.

Maximum number of people: 15 (pending on possible measures Croatian 
Government)

Contact: if you are interested in participating, please contact activities@iwcz.hr 
before Friday 18 th of February

More information: https://muzejiluzija.com/en/naslovna/
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VIRTUAL YOGA CLASS
THIS VIRTUAL YOGA CLASS IS OFFERED TO OUR 
MEMBERS BY MERKUR LIFESTYLE WELLNESS CENTER, 
THIS CLASS WILL BE POWER YOGA STYLE.

When: Tuesday 1 st of March at 10.30am

Where: Online, zoom link will be send in due time

Costs: No costs

Contact: If you are interested in participating, please contact 
activities@iwcz.hr before Friday 25 th of

February 

If you are interested in more information, we can send you an overview with all their services and

prices. They organize classes for all their members but they can also organize classes especially for

IWCZ.

More information: https://www.merkur-lifestyle.hr/

http://www.infozagreb.hr/events
https://croatia.hr/en-GB/Activities-and-attractions/Events
http://activities@iwcz.hr
https://muzejiluzija.com/en/naslovna/
http://activities@iwcz.hr
https://www.merkur-lifestyle.hr/


MISCELLA-
NEOUS



HEALTH  AND
WELLNESS

CORNER

MISCELLANEOUS
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By Jennifer Barsky

   Let love rule
Why self-care starts with self-

F
ebruary is symbolic of all things romance 

and Valentine’s day, an opportunity to remind 

those we most care about how much we love 

and appreciate them. So why not show that same 

love for yourself this chilly month of February?

To give love, we have to first understand what it means to 

love oneself. Self-love means having a high regard for your 

own well-being and happiness. Self-love means taking care 

of your own needs and not sacrificing your well-being to 

please others. Self-love means not settling for less than 

you deserve.

Of course, different people have different definitions of 

what self-love means to them. Someone may define 

self-love as making sure their life supports their overall 

well-being and that they continually do everything in 

their power to live their happiest life. For someone else, 



MISCELLANEOUS
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it may mean reprogramming negative 

thinking into positive thoughts. No 

matter how you celebrate self-love, 

a common denominator is that self-

love is about living in the moment, 

accepting and meeting yourself 

where you are, no matter where 

that is.

This may sound simple enough, but 

as women, this can be particularly 

hard to do. We are hardwired to 

give, to nurture, to share 

of ourselves. We tend to 

be hard on ourselves and 

far less good at giving and 

taking what we need to 

be strong, centered and 

fulfilled.

So how can we use this 

February as an opportunity 

to shift our thinking and 

express love in new 

ways. First, star t by 

being kind, patient, gentle 

and compassionate to 

yourself, the way you 

would with someone else 

that you care about. Just 

as when you think of being 

fully in love with a partner, 

you experience such feelings as 

unconditional love, adoration, and 

forgiveness aspire to have these 

feelings about yourself. You look at 

yourself in the mirror and remind 

yourself of how amazing you truly 

are.

Consider this February to be your 

challenge month. When you are 

planning special moments for a loved 

one, match them with plans to honor 

and cherish yourself. Book a facial, 

buy yourself some flowers, spend 

time with friends, cuddle up with a 

good book, forgive yourself a mistake 

or two, or simply honor yourself each 

morning with a kind word and a pat 

on the back. 

Shifting our mindset is so important 

to our health and longevity. Don’t put 

yourself off. Begin your own self-love 

practice today.  



MISCELLANEOUS

CARNIVAL 
TRADITIONS IN 

CROATIA

D
uring February, the first 

thing I think about is 

“krafne” and shall I resist 

the temptation. I never do. It is 

always: “ok, this is the last one and no 

more” and it never is... All the Carnival 

traditions include “krafne” or “fritule”. 

Carnival (fašnik) should be taken quite 

seriously,  you need to make your 

own costume or buy one, get ready to 

join carnival celebrations with masked 

participants, dance, have “krafne”... 

but it is different these days due to 

the pandemic. Still we can make what 

we can . It has always been the time 

of the year when people put on their 

masks and have a good party before 

the pre-Easter period. 

One of the most famous Carnival 

towns is Samobor, close to Zagreb 

and worth visiting. As I mentioned it is 

locally called Fašnik and Samobor has 

had Carnival tradition for more than 

190 years. Every region in Croatia 

has quite interesting Carnivals. 

There is one in Rijeka, Opatija and 

Kastav (Kvarner region). Amongst 

others there you can see unique 

loud pageant of bell ringers who are 

part of UNESCO heritage list. The 

bell ringers go around throughout 

villages in the Kastav area and form 

concentric circles making noise by 

bells attached around their waist. 

They usually have some type of 

frightening animal shaped headgear 

or masks (from Halubaj village), 

while others have hats decorated 

with specially made flowers( from 

By Jasenka Bohacek 
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Brgudi village). Getting ready for all this lasts almost a 

whole year and it is the reason to get together, sing, eat and 

drink while making these masks. With their ringing, they are 

celebrating the end of Winter and the beginning of Spring. 

Rijeka is the largest and most famous Croatian Carnival 

with a long tradition. Festivities begin with the election of 

prince and princess and handing over the keys to the town 

hall and ends with children ‘s parade. Opatija organises a 

parade of decorated floats. The masked participants are 

driving their floats down the streets of Opatija and often 

do not reach the bottom. Split always differs from other 

Croatian cities because most masked balls traditionally take 

place in palaces/hotels and city libraries. The Carnival in 

Dubrovnik dates back to the 14th century.  At that time 

masks were banned so people wore national costumes 

instead. Nowadays there are celebrations in palaces/hotels 

and in the streets. There are Carnival parties in Slavonija too. 

The most famous are bušari of Đakovo. During the Carnival 

period the bušari visit homes and perform various songs 

and make jokes for their hosts, who give them presents 

in return.

Now it is up to you to pick up your Carnival destination. 

Fašnik is not a national holiday in Croatia but many children 

(and grown ups) wear costumes on this day. Which one is 

going to be yours? 
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MISCELLANEOUS

RECIPES FOR YOU
Recipes by Mickael Alix

BUTTERNUT GRATIN

INGREDIENTS (4 PEOPLE)

1 kg butternut squash

1 onion

1 handful of flat-leaf parsley

2 cloves of garlic

40g butter

40g flour

50 cl of milk

150 g of grated cheese

1 whole egg

10 cl heavy cream

1 pinch ground nutmeg

2 tablespoons olive oil

Salt

DIRECTIONS

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Peel the 
squash and remove the seeds. Cut the 
flesh into cubes. Peel the onion and 
sauté it in a saucepan with olive oil. Add 
the minced garlic and then the butternut 
squash. Season with salt and pepper 
then cover. Bake 20 minutes

Melt butter in a pan. Add the flour all 
at once and stir with a whisk over low 
heat, until a white roux forms. Gradually 
pour in the milk, whisking constantly 
to avoid lumps. Thicken over low heat. 
Season with salt, pepper and nutmeg.

Chef and President Disciples Escoffier Hrvatska

Off the heat, add the egg and chopped 
parsley. Put the purée in a salad bowl 
and add the fresh cream, and 2/3 grated 
Gruyère cheese. Season with salt, 
pepper and nutmeg.

Arrange the squash in the bottom of 
a gratin dish and pour the béchamel 
on top. Sprinkle with the remaining 
Gruyère. Bake for 20 minutes. Enjoy 
hot.

The BUTTERNUT is like the potato, it 
follows the same cooking rules!.



high heat until a caramel flavor 
emerges. Then deglaze with the 
vinegar and stir well. Place all the 
pieces of beef and the slices of 
bacon. Mix with the flour then 
pour in the beer and mix. Then 
moisten with the veal stock. Add 
the bouquet garni then place the 
slices of bread or gingerbread 
side by side. Cover the casserole 
and put it in the oven for 2h30. 
Mix its contents every 15 minutes, 
possibly adding veal stock.

S t e p  3 :  F i n i s h i n g  a n d 
presentation

Let the carbonade rest in its 
casserole dish for 1 hour so that 
the aromas develop and mingle 
well. Reheat well before serving 
on plates or serving in a serving 
dish.
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MISCELLANEOUS

CARBONADE

INGREDIENTS (4 PEOPLE)

Meat preparation

800 g chuck

100g pork belly bacon

Olive oil

Carbonade preparation

2 large straw onions

4 shallots

3 cloves of garlic

20g brown sugar

10 cl of vinegar

1 C. at s. of flour

1 bottle of dark Belgian beer

50 cl of veal stock

1 bouquet garni

4 slices of stale bread or gingerbread

DIRECTIONS

Step 1: Preparing the meats

Degrease the chuck, cut them 
into pieces of about 60 g each. 
Cut the pork belly into thin slices. 
Heat a frying pan with a drizzle of 
olive oil and brown them on both 
sides until golden brown. Drain 
them on a wire rack. In the same 
skillet, brown the pieces of chuck, 
browning them well on all sides. 
Reserve them with the bacon.

Step 2: Preparation of the 
carbonade

Preheat the oven to 160°C. Peel 
and chop the onions and shallots. 
Mix them in a salad bowl. Slice the 
garlic cloves and add them. Pour 
this mixture into the bottom of a 
casserole dish. Sprinkle over the 
vergeoise then cook over a fairly 

If you want any advice, do not hesitate to contact mickaelalix@mac.com

or through his website https://mickaelalix.wixsite.com/website-1

Like beef bourguignon, Carbonade is cooked with third-grade meat

http://mickaelalix@mac.com
https://mickaelalix.wixsite.com/website-1
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JANUARY
PHOTOS
VIRTUAL GENERAL MEETING

MISCELLANEOUS

ITALIAN
CONVERSATION

SOME PRIZES WINNERS

CERAMIC WORKSHOPBOOK CLUB



MISCELLANEOUS
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VISIT TO THE ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM
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ADVERTISING
TEXT ONLY

0-50 WORDS | 50 KN
51-100 WORDS | 100 KN
101-150 WORDS | 150 KN
151-200 WORDS | 200 KN

GRAPHIC BUSINESS AD

1/3 PAGE | 210 KN
1/2 PAGE | 280 KN
1 PAGE | 420 KN

GOLD SPONSORSHIP. Exclusive 1 per month.
2500 kuna monthly.
Includes:
- Ad on social media once a week (4 a month)
- Brief presentation of the company at the General meeting
- Visit the place organized by the club so that the ladies get to know the company/
product up close.
- An article or interview in the 2-page Newsletter.
- Announcement in the Weekly bulletin

ADVERTISING POLICY

As of the November newsletter, we have returned to the usual prices, with the aim of raising funds for our 
Charity Corner.

The Newsletter will be available on our website and will be sent in pdf format to all club members, the diplomatic 
corps and will be shared on social networks.
 
This year, the Newsletter has a more entertaining format, it is rather a magazine in which we not only share 
activities and information about the club, but also have articles of great interest to the community.

The Club receives financial support from advertising and the IWCZ does not endorse the products or services 
that are advertised.
Anyone wishing to advertise in the IWCZ monthly newsletter must submit the design, accompanied by the OIB 
number and invoice details. All text included in the advertisement is considered and charged according to the IWCZ 
advertising policy. In some cases, the ads will be reformatted according to the design needs of the IWCZ newsletter.

Payments can be submitted via bank transfer.
MEDJUNARODNI KLUB ZENA
IBAN number: HR7823400091110445513
PBZ account number: 2340009-1110445513

Kindly note that submissions are to be sent by the 30 of each month and payment is required before the issuing 
of the advert. 

We thank you for your support!

ADVERTISING



info@iwcz.hr

International Women’s Club Zagreb

iwc_z
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